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Get involved with Fault Lines!

Become a part of making Fault Lines happen every month by volunteering as little or as much time as you have to
offer. We are a 100% volunteer operation and can use all the help we can get.  If you’re not sure of what you can do
to help, just get in touch with us and we’ll plug you into something that suits your availability and interests.
Experience is helpful but not at all required—we offer skill-share sessions to get you going.

Fault Lines is the SF Bay Area’s only newspaper that nobody owns.  A free paper for free people.  Fault Lines, the
newspaper of the San Francisco Bay Area Independent Media Center, aims to give all communities the opportunity
to actively participate in a collective process of media production and distribution.  We are the people, we are the
media, and we are dissenting from the ground up.  For more information, go to http://www.indybay.org/FaultLines.

We need your help in the following areas:

Distribution—help us get Fault Lines out all over the Bay Area and Northern California by distributing in your own
neighborhood, or anywhere you want, at locations such as public libraries, book stores, cafes, co-ops, and union and
info shops.  This is an easy chance to get involved right where you live!

Editorial—work with and find writers to develop cutting-edge, socially-conscious monthly features for Fault Lines.

Design—we use Quark Xpress to lay out our newspaper and can teach you the program if you are interested.

Art—help us gather illustrations and photographs to use with articles and/or contribute original artwork for stories.

Advertising—our rates are super-cheap as a volunteer-produced paper and ad space sometimes virtually sells itself,
but we still need help coving the costs of each issue.  Down the road, we hope to expand to more pages per issue (to
feature more great articles) and to print more copies of each issue (to reach more readers), even adding things like
color.  Beyond subscriptions and donations, this is our only source of revenue to publish Fault Lines every month.

Public Outreach—establish and maintain relationships with community organizations and non-profits.  Solicit their
participation with Fault Lines.  Serve as the diplomats/community representatives for the Fault Lines/Bay Area IMC
collective.  Set up benefits shows for Fault Lines.

In an age where information and news are so tightly controlled by the corporate media, industry and government, a
free, independent and alternative press is essential for any hope of creating a just world.  Another world is possible,
but participation is mandatory.  Become a part of the solution today!

To volunteer in any way, please email info@faultlines.org or just show up at one of our open-door meetings.
We meet every Sunday at 7pm (1st & 3rd Thursdays at 674 23rd Street in Oakland, ring bell “M”, and 2nd, 4th
& 5th Thursdays at the Bay Area IMC space at 2940 16th Street, Suite 216, in S.F.)  Get involved today!


